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LETTER FROM THE EDITOR

HAPPY HOLIDAYS FROM 
THE PAINTER’S JOURNAL!
 
 It is hard to believe that it is already time for the 
winter issue to be printed.  It has been a very busy fall 
here at The Painter’s Journal.  With the improved web-
site we have picked up quite a number of new subscrib-
ers.  I welcome all you newcomers to our publication.  
If you haven’t looked at the website in a while check it 
out as there are many new things to see.  You can now 
purchase new subscriptions and back issues from the 
website.  I have also put some sample articles from past 
issues on the site, so if you have a friend who is inter-
ested in subscribing, but wants to see what we are about, 
have them check out these sample articles.  There are 
many more photos, and I am continually adding more 
links to other useful websites.  If you know of a website 
that you think we ought to link to, please email me at 
phelps@paintersjournal.com. 
 
 In this issue, an article by John Holloway describes 
the process of casting and molding parts for some 18th 
Century chandeliers he made for a production of The 
Busy Body at the University of Kentucky.  Mr. Holloway 
used several products including Smooth On to create 
parts of his chandelier.  His article contains step-by-step 
instructions for creating the molds and pieces, along 
with almost two dozen illustrations and photos.
 
 Peter S. Miller has returned to write a wonderful 
article about a production of Cosi Fan Tutte he painted 
that was set on the Bay of Naples on the eve of World 
War I.  The painting style of the set was to suggest the 
style of Impressionist and Post-impressionist painting.  
There are many wonderful closeup photos of this heavily 
textured set.
 
 Finally I am happy to introduce to you a new au-
thor, Karen Maness.  Karen is the Charge Scenic at the 
University of Texas at Austin Performing Arts Center.

  Her article describes the Sight-Size Method of drawing, 
which allows you to quickly and accurately draw any-
thing from a landscape to a still-life to a human figure.
 
 In other news, we will be having a booth at the 
annual USITT conference in March, which will be held 
in Phoenix, AZ.  Please stop by and introduce yourself 
and say hello.  You can also renew your subscription and 
pick up any back issues you may need.  Feel free to tell 
us what else you would like to see in the magazine and 
if you have any ideas for articles you would like to write, 
we’d love to know!
 
 Thank you for your patronage and have a happy 
and healthy holiday season. 

Anthony R. Phelps
Executive Editor
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Scenic Art and the 
Sight-Size Method

by Karen Maness, University of Texas at Austin

 

 Becoming a skilled artist takes a lifetime.  I 
have been a professional scenic artist for 15 years 
now, studying and working with some of the finest 
scenic artists in the country.  My journey to learn 
new skills, advance my craft, become a better teach-
er, and expand my fine art abilities, keeps me in a 
constant search for knowledge.

 In 2001 through the support of the Perform-
ing Arts Center at The University of Texas at Austin, 
I had the great fortune to study plein air painting 
and academic drawing at the Florence Academy of 
Art.  The plein air painting class was taught in the 
style of Il Machiolli (the Italian contemporaries of 
the French Impressionists). The course proved in-
valuable in teaching us to quickly render a landscape 
scene with accurate colors, value, and atmosphere. 
The academic drawing class introduced us to a use-
ful principle of drawing, the Sight-Size Method. 
This is a method of drawing that has been taught 
in the academy for centuries.  The method allows 
one to look at a subject--be it a cast sculpture, a still 
life arrangement, or a human figure--and draw it 
precisely in scale and at a high level of finish. 

 The Sight-Size Method allowed me, for the 
first time, to represent a figure in an accurate and 
highly realistic fashion from life.  The program at 
the Florence Academy of Art holds drawing as the 
foundation to any good painting.  This visual and 
motor training of representing an object with clear 
and accurate drawing has crossed over directly to 
my work as a scenic artist.  

Author Karen Maness using the Sight-Size 
Method.
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The Sight-Size Method
 Tools you will need:  An easel or vertical flat 
surface, paper, masking tape, a 2’6” plumb line (a 
string with a weight attached to the end), drawing 
implements-charcoal, pencil, etc., a long 1’6” thin 
paint brush or straight stick, and an eraser.  

 First, set up your easel and paper in line with 
your model.  The easel must be vertical, i.e. not 
tipped back.  The center of your paper needs to be 
at your eye level.  Step backwards approximately 
5’-7” from your easel.  From this distance you will 
be able to look at your subject in relationship to 
your paper.  As you step away from your model and 
easel you will notice the model will reduce in ap-
parent size.  The greater the distance between you 
and the easel, the smaller your subject will appear.  
Once the apparent size of the model is the size of 
the image you want to draw on your paper, place 
a tape spike mark on the floor at your feet.  This is 
the mark you will return to time and again, to ob-
serve your subject in the correct scale. This is your 
vantage mark.  While you are standing away from 
the easel and figure, note which one of your eyes is 
dominant.  Checking your measurements with one 
eye closed and your dominant eye open will aid you 
in the precision of your drawing. 

 Once you have set your scale, place your figure 
in your mind and in your visual field on the page.  
Stand at your vantage mark and carefully observe 
your figure.  Take note where the top of the head 
and the feet fit within the page.  These will be the 
boundaries of your image.  Hold up your plumb 
line horizontally and taut between your hands at 
arm’s length.  The line should lie across both the 
model and your paper; align your string with the 
top of the head.  Take note where the line intersects 
your paper. With the mark at the top of the head

in your mind, walk forward to your easel and mark 
the top of the head on the edge of your paper.  Re-
turn to your vantage point and look at the mark 
for top of the head that you have just made. Check 
your mark against your model with your horizontal 
plumb line. If the mark does not match, remember 
the difference and change your mark.  Repeat this 
step matching the major horizontal intersections 
such as the top of the head, the bottom of the feet, 
the waist, the chin, and the knees.  It is important 
to note that you will never make a mark until you 
have truly observed it from the model. Always check 
your work from your spike mark vantage point.   

 Once you have accurately placed your major 
horizontal lines on the side of the page, proceed to 
finding a vertical axis using the plumb line. Walk 
forward from your vantage mark and place the ver-
tical line all the way down the page.  When working 
with the figure our professor instructed us to find 
the weight bearing leg and to draw the major verti-
cal axis line along it. When drawing an object rather 
than a figure, always lay your vertical line down the 
center of the object.  

 Now comes the point in the process where 
you begin to define the boundaries of your draw-
ing.  Extend your horizontal marks lightly from the 
edge of the paper across your new vertical line.  Use 
your major intersection points as the base line from 
which to measure out.  Using your plumb line ex-
tended at arm’s length between your hands, find the 
width of the head from the major vertical axis.  Re-
member the measurement and place light marks on 
your paper denoting the width of the head.   Note 
how wide the chest is; measure and mark its bound-
aries.  Take note where the limbs intersect with the 
body.   You will measure and mark each of these 
intersecting lines until you begin to form your im-
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age. When you have enough small intersecting lines 
denoted, begin to connect your lines, thus creat-
ing the form.  In Laura #1, you can see how I have 
roughed the figure in using a series of clean lines.  
We were encouraged to define the form angularly

 and then soften down the edges where needed.  

 In Laura #2, you can see how I adjusted and 
lengthened her short foot and hand.  You can also 
see how the width of her chest needed to be nar-

Laura #1 Laura #2
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rowed.  Once your drawing begins to find more ac-
curacy in gesture and posture, you can move on to 
finding the “Shadow Shapes.”  Shadow shapes help 
define the planes of the figure, as you can see in 
Laura #3.   In order to see the shadow shapes more

easily, squint your eyes; this exercise will increase 
the contrast between highlight and shadow. Draw 
in the boundaries of the shadow, and the highlight 
shapes remain.  The shadow shapes help you to 
further define the measured distance between the

Laura #3 Laura #4
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details in your drawing. When drawing in your 
shadow shapes, for instance, examine how close the 
shadow of the eye socket is to the hairline.  You 
can see how the eye and eye socket become more 
refined as the measuring process continues. 

 I must remind you that at no time during this 
process do you remain standing at your easel sim-
ply filling in your drawing.  You need to be actively 
engaged in viewing your model from the distance 
of your vantage mark.  You must check the propor-
tions and the relationship between elements in your 
drawing and the features on the model.

 In Laura #4 on page 7, you can see the values 
laid into the drawing.  It was rendered in charcoal 
and white chalk.  While in training at the Florence 
Academy of Art, we kept our drawing tools filed to 
a fine point. In scenic art, of course, this would not 
be necessary.  Nor would one ever finish a draw-
ing to this level for a cartoon. But the experience 
gave me exceptional insight into just how deep the 
values are and how delicate the play between mid-
tones can be.  

 The Sight-Size Method is a great tool for the 
scenic artist to lay in accurate, rough structures that 
can be refined further if needed.  If you would like 
to use this method as a scenic artist working from 
an elevation, you would follow the same basic in-
structions.  However, you would have to mount 
your paper on the wall and step back from it, with 
the elevation held up in your hand.  The paper on 
the wall will appear to shrink.  Back up until the 
elevation in your hand aligns with the registration 
marks on your paper.  

 For example: if you are drawing a 3’ capital, 
mount your drawing paper at eye level.  Pre-mark

the paper on the wall with the parameters of your 
drawing.  Using a tape measure, measure your up-
per and lower horizontal boundaries as called for 
by the design.  Draw in your centerline. Measure 
your vertical boundaries and clearly mark them on 
the page.  Once all of your basic measurements are 
in place, you will begin to use the Sight-Size Meth-
od.  Hold up your elevation and step backwards 
until the elevation in your hand fits the boundar-
ies of the marks on your paper.  When your scale 
matches, spike your vantage point on the ground 
and proceed. You will need to replace your plumb 
line with a long thin paintbrush or straight stick for 
your horizontal marks, since you will be working 
with the elevation in one hand and your stick in the 
other.  The Sight-Size method is a useful process 
that will allow you to get a quick, precise drawing 
in any scale without needing to constantly rely on 
a scale ruler and a tape measure.  Just set a few reg-
istration points, step back to observe, and you are 
on your way.  

 I want to thank Dana Levin for her exemplary 
teaching skills at the Florence Academy of Art and 
I want to thank Lance Brockman for reminding me 
of the connection between this valuable skill and 
our industry of scenic art.   

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
 Karen Maness holds the position of Charge 
Scenic at the University of Texas at Austin Perform-
ing Arts Center.  She is currently acting as the Vice-
Commissioner of Programming for the United 
States Institute of Theatre Technology’s Scene De-
sign Commission.  
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CASTING DECORATIVE PIECES
by John Holloway, University of Kentucky

 The University of Kentucky’s Guignol Theatre 
recently produced a Restoration comedy, The Busy 
Body.  Although the scenery was somewhat abstract-
ed into a pen and ink drawing style, the play was to 
be set in its original time period of the late 1700’s. 
One of the ideas in presenting this play was to give 
the audience a sense of what lighting in the original 
theatre would have been like.  To do this, we decided 
to create three chandeliers for the piece; two would 
hang over the audience portion of the theatre and one 
would “light” the front of the stage.  We also wanted 
a set of footlights to go along the front edge of the 
stage.  

 Research of the era spurred us to go with a bag 
and tent style for the chandeliers.  This style of light-
ing uses strings of beads to create a unit that appears 
to be quite large, but actually requires a minimum of 
construction.  Many small decorations were needed 
to give the chandeliers a period appearance, and, 
in that we used resins to cast the decorations and 
brought the entire piece together with paint, scenic 
artists might be interested in tracing the steps of this 
project.

 The first step after researching the period lights 
was to do a large, full scale drawing of what the fin-
ished product should look like.  The full-scale nature 
of the drawing made it possible to estimate the num-
ber of different cast decorative parts that would need 
to be fabricated and also how many feet of the beading 
would be required.  I did the drawing on some white 
bond that is normally used for large format printing; 
see page 10 for illustration.  Kraft paper would work 
just as well, but I hoped the drawing would show up 
better in photographs on the white paper.  Besides, it 
also just happened to be on hand.  

                            
 

Chandelier created for The Busy Body.

Chandelier sketch
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 The finished products would be fairly large, 
about six feet tall and six feet in diameter, so it was 
important to construct them in a manner that would 
allow them to be disassembled for better storage.  This 
was accomplished design-wise by using a center pipe 
that held everything in place, plus a top, middle, and 
bottom that could be removed from the center pipe 
and were held in place by bent nails.  See bottom left 
photo.

 The top and bottom were made from 8” diam-
eter PVC pipe, while the much larger center ring was 
1” square tube bent into a circle and dressed with sev-
eral layers of bending lauan.  The wood made a great 
surface for attaching the decorations, while the steel 
ring and center connecting rods made it possible to 
have an open center that exposed the beadwork bet-
ter.  The square tube was also a good choice because 
we were able to drill holes through it to connect the 
candelabra arms.

        

 We wanted to use acanthus leaves as a main 
source of decoration, but would need several hun-
dred of them.  Checking online, I found a number of 
sources for wooden acanthus leaves.  Priced at about 

Full scale drawing 
on Bond paper.
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$8 each on average, they proved to be too expensive for 
the budget.  But, as I wanted to do some resin casting 
to make lots of different things, getting one wooden 
piece to use for making a mold seemed like a good 
idea.  During the online search, though, I also found 
a company that made molds for soap makers--one of 
which was acanthus leaves.  This mold met our needs 
the best, so several were ordered.  We also needed some 
various egg and floral decorations.  But, of course, 
there were no soap molds for that.   I decided to make 
our own molds for those, from wooden trim examples 
that were purchased from another supplier.  

 The last major item to be purchased was the 
beading.  Actual period chandeliers use clear crystal 
beads that are individually strung on wires to create the 
swags.  I estimated that we would need at least 1000 
feet of beads to do the job, which made it necessary 
to find an easier way of doing it than stringing all of 
those beads individually.  The Axelrod Bead Compa-
ny in NYC had a pearlescent bead, 8mm in diameter, 
that came on 100 foot long strands; these seemed just 
perfect for the job. This type of bead is permanently 
molded on the string.  You can, therefore, cut along 
any part of the strand without fear that any beads will 
slide off the end. The white, pearlescent beads are actu-
ally better for lighting because they are more reflective 
than the clear ones.  Lighting the chandeliers from the 
sides makes them glow in a very appealing way and 
white enhances the possibility of subtle color changes.  
The Axelrod salesman was very interested to learn why 
I wanted so many of these beads!

 Having made all these arrangements, it was time 
to begin making the decorative parts.  I used a Smooth-
On company rubber mold maker, Mold Max, to form 
the molds.  It can be used on many different surfaces, 
even the human body.  It is much less toxic than early 
types of mold-making materials. Mold-Max is a great 
product and was really fun to use.  

 The first step was to make a form for the mold, 
which can be done in many different ways.  I used a ¼” 
Masonite back with wooden slats around the edges to 
contain the rubber mold material.  The plastic lid from 
a 5 gallon bucket also works well.  You can pull the 
rubber mold out of the form after it sets up and then 
re-use the form.  Because I liked the rigidity the form 
created and, since the forms are so easily made, I left 
the molds in them.  The depth of the form should be 
only a bit more than the thickness of the item you will 
be casting, otherwise materials will be wasted. Even an 
eighth of an inch extra is fine for something thin like 
these parts.

Molds purchased for the Acanthus Leaves.

A molded Acanthus Leaf.
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 For the smaller castings, I made the form 
large enough to accommodate multiple molds be-
cause we needed several hundred of the same item.  
You could make them one at a time.  This would, 
though, take forever and a lot of the casting resin 
would be wasted in the process because it is difficult 
to mix such a small quantity.  The largest floral motif 
was used on the accompanying footlights.  We only 
needed a few of those, so I made only one mold for 
them. After the casting process was underway, two 
assistants were able to come in at odd hours to keep 
it going and we were able to finish everything on 
schedule.

 The rubber mold maker can be a bit tricky to 
use, for the components must be weighed precisely 
(measuring is the most difficult part of the whole 
job). You will need a gram scale for measuring: at 
least a high-end kitchen model, but a more precise 
lab type would be best.  The type we used is a bet-
ter-quality kitchen model that has a bowl to hold 
the material to be weighed.  The bowl is intended 
to make up part of the balance, so the scale won’t 
weigh properly without it.  The factory bowl was 
somewhat brittle and prone to breaking, so it was 
easier to use a disposable bucket for mixing. I found 
a way to get past the difference in size by adding 
weight to the scale, thus calibrating the mecha-
nism.  

Several of the molds used.

A mold created by using a paint bucket lid as a base.
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 The instructions for the rubber compound say 
that 100 grams of part A should be mixed with 10 
grams of part B, for a ratio of 10 to 1.  110 grams 
isn’t very much product, so multiply both amounts 
by some number to get a reasonable amount like 800 
grams of A and 80 grams of B.    If you add the 800 
grams of part A first, you can then add enough of Part 
B to make 880 grams without using a second con-
tainer.  Most everything Smooth-On manufactures 
has an A and B component and they make all the 
B containers blue. This makes it easy to remember 
which is which (just remember B=blue).

 Mold-Max part A is a really, really viscous liquid. 
With a consistency similar to that of chewing gum, 
it is neither easy to measure nor mix. This makes 
more sense if you remember that you are making up 
a rubber compound and that the liquid part B is just 
a catalyst to make it set up.  It is important to mix 
thoroughly because the mold rubber will not set up 
properly if the two different chemicals aren’t in direct 
contact with one another.  This particular product 
has a fairly long pot life of 45 minutes, so there is no 
need to hurry.  Since the actual fluid of part B is blue 
and part A is a light tan color, it is easy to tell where 
unmixed product is lingering around the edge of the 
mixing container.  The instructions include a detail 
about using a vacuum to remove air bubbles, but that 
shouldn’t be necessary with this sort of project.

 Pour the mixture into the mold form.  A rubber 
spatula, such as one used for cake mixing, is a great 
help here because of the unwieldy nature of the com-
pound, which can best be described as glopolicious. A 
strong, well-made spatula is the best thing to scrape 
the compound off the walls of the plastic container 
and into the form.  If you want to remove the rub-
ber mold from the wooden form after it has cured, 
it is best to spray the wood with Universal Mold Re-
lease first. That will facilitate removal, although this 
particular rubber compound doesn’t seem to stick to 
anything all that well.  I have managed to pull spills

of it off a wooden table top with no problem at all.  It 
is extremely stretchy like a balloon  (interestingly, the 
mold made a clear impression of the wood grain of 
the table top – a fact that should be stored away for 
future reference). Cleaning the tools and buckets is 
easy because, if you have mixed thoroughly and have 
allowed the rubber to set up well, you can just peel it 
out.

 The molds you’ve created will cast an almost un-
limited number of pieces, so you will never need to do 
that part of the job again--at least, not until you need 
some other mold.  The items I needed to cast for the 
chandelier project were all one sided and didn’t have 
major undercuts.  Consequently, they only needed a 
one-piece mold.  Three-dimensional objects might 
require a more complicated structure, with supports 
to keep the rubber mold from deforming during the 
casting process.  Smooth-On has a video that details 
how to make a more complicated mold of that type.  
The mold-making rubber is surprisingly stretchy and 
can be pulled over some fairly large undercuts.  Mold 
Max comes in 10, 20, 30 and 40 weights. Lower num-
bers indicate a less viscous material; higher numbers 
indicate a greater tear strength, hence more ability to 
stretch.

 Smooth-On makes numerous different sorts 
of casting resins.  You can find some spreadsheet-like 
pages at their website, www.smooth-on.com, that 
list all sorts of parameters for the different types. The 
most important to me were demold time, mixing 
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ratio, and flexibility.  Demold time is important when 
making many copies of the same thing because this 
will impact productivity.  I chose Duraflex 45 from 
the list because, under the proper conditions, it only 
needs about 15 minutes in the mold before it can be 
removed.  The mixing ratio is also an important fac-
tor in rapid production.  This particular product has a 
mixing ratio of 1 to 1 by volume, so it isn’t necessary 
to weigh anything.  Weighing is very time consum-
ing.  

 To mix the resin, we used translucent plastic 
drink cups such as one might expect to see at a keg-
ger.  This made it easy to judge how much liquid was 
in the cup.  Putting the cups side by side made it easy 
to see if the part A cup and the part B cup had the 
same amount of liquid in them.  We poured one cup 
into the other and mixed thoroughly with a plastic 
spoon. The instructions say not to use wood because 
it may have moisture in it, so it seems a good idea to 
avoid having any water around the work area to mess 
things up.  There isn’t any good way to clean up the 
Duraflex, save chipping it off a work table with a chis-
el. The use of disposable mixing cups, stir sticks, etc., 
makes excellent sense. 

       

 Pour the casting resin into the mold to the prop-
er level, as it doesn’t shrink or expand any noticeable 
amount.  If the work area is cold, which means less

than 72 degrees, the setting-up time of the Duraflex 
will be longer, perhaps much longer if it is really cold.  
We solved this problem by putting the molds under 
a clip light of the kind normally used backstage. The 
15 watt bulb at close distance was enough to heat the 
resin to 80 or 90 degrees, which created a faster reac-
tion time. It is probably not a good idea to heat the 
stuff up too much, for this might cause unintended 
consequences.  Spraying the Universal Release agent 
on the mold makes it easier to remove the casting.

 Another reason to choose the Duraflex 45 
over some other compound was its flexibility.  Many 
of the decorative parts would need to bend around 
the curved surfaces of the chandelier.  The rigid wood-
en pieces we found to use as patterns would not do 
this at all.  The Duraflex is most pliable just after it is 
demolded; it becomes much more rigid over time. So, 
while the curing process occurred, we bent the larger 
pieces around a curved surface of the same diameter 
they would eventually be mounted on.  This made 
them permanently curved, without the difficulty of 
creating a complicated curved mold.

 Gluing the parts on can be the most frustrat-
ing part of the process. Although Duraflex takes paint 
well, it is hard to get adhesives to bond, especially on 
the super-smooth top side.  The parts that touch the 
rubber mold have a much nubbier texture, and per-
haps this is why the paint sticks satisfactorily.  At first, 
we tried the old reliable hot glue gun. It actually did
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 The interior structure of the chandeliers was 
painted black to “make it go away.” The visible parts 
were painted with Artist’s Choice Gold, which has 
a very high content of metallic powder and is quite 
brilliant under light.  To achieve a distressed look, the 
next step was to slather on a mixture of water-based 
polyurethane and black colorant.  The polyurethane 
sets up really fast and reduces the wait time until you 
can wipe off some of the black, in order to leave dark 
crevices and shinier highlights. After just a bit of spat-
tering with the same paint, a heavy coat of sealer was 
applied.

 The candelabra arms were made by bend-
ing copper tubing. The copper was left bare, which 
made an interesting color difference.  The candles 
themselves were ¾” PVC pipe, with hot glue drizzled 
around the top to look like melted wax.

15
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work quite well on some parts but, for no particular rea-
son I could discern, not on others.  Liquid Nails worked 
fine; it was, of course, much more difficult to work with.  
The Smooth-On people suggested sanding the surface to 
roughen it slightly before gluing, which makes a lot of 
sense considering how paint sticks ok to the more tex-
tural molded surface. Duraflex can be somewhat brittle 
after it is well cured.  Even so, we were able to attach the 
thicker acanthus leaves onto the wood with a nail gun 
and only a few broke in the process.

 We coated all of the now-assembled parts with 
elastomeric before painting, so that the entire structure 
would seem more like one cast unit.  For this purpose, 
we mixed trowel-grade elastomeric with some brush-on 
grade to make a thicker-than-normal consistency.  Using 
the elastomeric also ensured good paint coverage over 
parts made of PVC pipe.  I really like the way that a 
thick primer coat of any sort of goo brings together a 
unit that is made of different parts and materials.  The 
elastomeric has a smoother finished texture than Jaxan 
and is available locally, at  high-end paint stores.  The 
thick trowel-grade is wonderful for creating a wide va-
riety of textures.  The trowel-grade form used in this 
project is very similar to latex painter’s caulk, except it’s 
packaged in a can.

The bottom of the chandelier coated with elastomeric.

A detail photo 
of the bent 
arms made of 
copper tubing.

A detail photo 
of the candles.
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 The final details were the finials attached to the un-
derside of the piece.  Not being able to find any com-
mercial baubles that met our needs (yet again!), we made 
these from a thick acrylic sheet that was cut to shape and 
then chamfered on the edges.

 The chandeliers looked quite stunning under the 
lights and added a good measure of visual interest to the 
show.  At strike, we disassembled each one and stored 
them all in a very small space.

The finished product.

A detail pic-
ture of the 
beads and bent 
arms.

The acrylic bau-
bles on the bottom 
of the chandelier.
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Making a Good Impression – 
A “Fin de Siecle” Cosi Fan Tutte

by Peter S. Miller

  Years ago, while working as the Resident Scenic Art-
ist of the Wolftrap Opera Company of Vienna, Virginia, I 
was presented with an intriguing challenge. The produc-
tion, staged in Wolftrap’s intimate Barns theater, was one 
of Mozart’s most popular and enduring works: Cosi Fan 
Tutte, a bittersweet comedy of romance and regret. Tra-
ditionally, this oft-produced show is set in the Eighteenth 
Century.   Having a new interpretation, the director and 
the scenic designer, Allen Moyer, updated the setting to 
a once genteel, now shabby coastal resort on the Bay of 
Naples, on the eve of World War I.

 The location was intended to create a mood of wistful 
mourning for the passing of a more gracious way of life, 
doomed by an impending war and the coming of the mod-
ern era. To evoke this atmosphere of fin-de-siecle nostalgia, 
Mr. Moyer wanted the painting of the set to suggest the 
style of the Impressionist and Post-Impressionist painters 
whose work was common in Europe towards the end of 
the Nineteenth Century.  Mr. Moyer provided several color 
reproductions of works by the American artist Mary Cas-
sat; although not classified by art historians as an Impres-
sionist, her beach scenes evoke the atmosphere he wished 
to create. Cassat merges her use of color with the impasto 
technique in which paint is applied thickly with a brush or 
palette knife, to create a lively and interesting surface.

 After visiting the Impressionist room of the National 
Art Gallery in Washington D.C., I was determined that no 
area of the set would be one flat color. Everything would be 
wet-blended, layered with colored glazes, or dry-brushed 
to bring out texture.  The largest element of the design was 
a full-stage sky backdrop with clouds and a faint horizon 
line where the sky met the ocean. In addition to the half-
inch scale paint elevation, for research we also had a corner 
of one of Cassat’s beach paintings--with a softly blended, 
but slightly impasto surface. 

 In order to create as much stage space as possible 
and to enhance the illusion of distance, the drop hung 
against the back wall of the theater. Since it could not 
be backlit and was opaque, we had the opportunity to 
use a thin, flexible texture suggestive of Cassat’s brush-
work. We starched the drop in the usual manner, used 
a two-foot string grid to avoid getting dark charcoal 
lines in the sky, and lightly sketched the clouds, hori-
zon, and surf with vine charcoal. The drawing was inked 
with dye, matching the lightest sky color, using a dashed 
line to indicate the cloud contours. The drop was then 
flogged to remove traces of charcoal. Our textural me-
dium was a mixture of joint compound, flexible Sobo 
glue, and gloss white house paint. To suggest Cassat’s 
many small, blended brush strokes, the mix for the sky 
was sparingly applied with a feather duster.  We began 
applying the texture for the clouds and water with sev-
en-inch priming brushes, following the gesture of the 
brush strokes. After working for a few minutes, we de-
cided that our brushes produced too subtle an effect.  
So, we then dragged wallpaper paste brushes and straw 
brooms through the wet texture to create the illusion of 
the large-scale bristle marks.  After the first layer dried, 
we selectively dry-brushed more texture onto those areas 
of clouds and surf that were highlighted in the paint 
elevation and would have had the most dimensional im-
pasto. In some of the paintings in the National Gallery, 
these brushstrokes were so thick that they actually cast 
a small shadow under the steeply angled museum light-
ing.

 Painting the drop was simple.  We matched the 
colors to the paint elevation and applied them with 
large priming brushes and fitches, referring to our Cas-
sat research when necessary. Since the paint was thinned 
slightly, the gloss white in the texture acted as a resist 
and the color settled into bristle marks in the texture. It 
also appeared slightly darker on the untextured, starched 
muslin, which accentuated the feather duster effect. A 
light spray blended the sky into the ocean at the horizon, 
while the surf and cloud highlights were dry-brushed 
with thick paint to emphasize the dimensionality of the

TOOLS AND TECHNIQUES
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relief.   Finally, we lightly sprayed the drop with some 
clear gloss and dry-brushed the raised highlights, giving 
it a slight sheen suggestive of a varnished oil painting. 
It is easy to overdo this effect, producing the illusion of 
a plastic bath toy rather than an old master painting.  
If you try it, use a gentle touch, wait for it to dry, and 
check the effect from a ladder.

 To minimize the chance of cracking during trans-
port to the theatre, we folded the drop in thirds and 
rolled it on a large diameter Sonotube. On stage, it was 
hung behind grey bobbinette gauze.  This softened its 
appearance and gave the illusion of atmospheric haze. 
The drop can be glimpsed upstage behind the singers in 
Figure One. 

 

Other elements of the set included the three 
striped beach cabanas which can be seen stage left in 
Figure 1. These diminished in size as they moved up-
stage, to force the perspective and enhance the illusion 
of distance on the shallow Barns stage.  Our props de-
partment built the steel frames and sewed the custom-
fitted bleached muslin panels. To prevent shrinkage dur-
ing the starching and painting processes, the fabric was 
washed several times before it was sewn.

Our “Impressionist” look required that nothing, 
especially a striped fabric of contrasting colors, appear 
too uniform. We consequently feather-dustered the 
stapled and starched material with a thin glaze of white 
latex paint. This insured that the white stripes would 
actually be two colors – that of the bleached, starched

Figure 1
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muslin and the latex paint. We then carefully measured 
and snapped lines in charcoal to indicate the width 
and placement of the colored stripes. The white areas 
were masked with a double layer of bogus paper and 
blue painter’s tape, which was then sealed along its edge 
with clear flat to keep the color from bleeding. After it 
had dried, the fabric was sprayed with several passes of 
the “stripe” colors mixed in Rosco Supersaturated Paint; 
because of different absorption qualities, the color ap-
peared as different values over the feather-dustered paint 
and the starched muslin. When the spraying was com-
plete, the masking was removed.  Next, the panels were 
aged with a thin, grey latex spatter to suggest bleaching 
from the sun and salt stains from the sea air. The spatter 
was stronger on the upstage cabanas – increasing the il-
lusion of distance and giving the different colors of the 
cabanas a sense of unity.

 The focal point of the set was the porch of the ho-
tel; it dominated stage right. We assume that the façade 
continues off into the wings and up to an unseen second 
floor. The hotel featured aged ceramic tiles, damaged 
stucco flaking off to reveal brick beneath, and weath-
ered shutters and doors.  This gave us ample opportu-
nity to create our multi-layered, many-colored, heavily-
textured “Impressionist” look. The color accents of the 
building echoed the green, blue, and orange stripes of 
the cabanas. A shot of the hotel, taken during a pause in 
the technical rehearsal, is shown in Figure 2.

The walls were made of hard-cover TV style 
flats. The aged stucco seemed like an excellent oppor-
tunity to create a heavily textured “impasto” surface. 
To break up and disguise the uniformity of the ply-
wood, I decided to use “fiber-fill” (the fuzzy, cotton-like 

Figure 2
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material sold in craft stores to stuff quilts, pillows, and 
toys). We rolled the flats with Sobo glue, stretched out 
and applied the fiber, and used four-inch brushes and 
more glue to mat it down. After the glue set, a thick 
mixture of joint compound, Sobo glue, latex paint, and 
fine Rolotex (a powdered paint additive) was applied 
and given “palette-knife” marks with a trowel.  Follow-
ing the paint elevation, the dry texture was based with 
a warm off-white and glazed with chromatic blues and 
ochres made from Super-Sats mixed in clear flat. Since 
we were working on the floor, the colors were encour-
aged to puddle in the low areas of texture. When dry, 
the flats were dry-brushed with thick white to bring out 
the dimensional detail.  They were also aged with raw 
umber glaze to emphasize the corners and other areas 
where moisture would accumulate. The final step was 
a light spatter of clear gloss to highlight the texture and 
give it that “varnished” look. A section of wall is shown 
in Figure 3.

The columns supporting the porch roof created a 
slightly different challenge.  They were large in diameter 
and, in several places where the stucco had fallen away, 
revealed an under-layer of Italianate brick. To give the 
illusion that the brick was below the stucco, the Sono-
tube was built up with half-inch thick flexible foam rub-
ber applied with 3-M contact adhesive. The brick areas 
were cartooned on the foam, cut with a matte knife, and 
ripped away. The Sonotube was distressed with a Sure-
form to make sure that the brick texture would adhere 
to the wax-coated cardboard.  The mortar lines were laid 
out with quarter-inch masking tape and a mixture of 
joint compound, plaster, Sobo glue, and Celuclay (an 
instant paper mache product) tinted a terra cotta color 
was troweled on. Before the texture had completely set, 
the tape was removed.  The “peaks” created in the pro-
cess were smoothed flat with a damp brush.  One of the 
brick areas on a column is shown in Figure Four.

Figure 3

Figure 4
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    We considered several different methods to use for 
the creation of the six-inch decorative tiles. One pos-
sibility was to have them routed in Masonite by the 
carpentry shop. Although this would have worked on 
the flat walls, bending the Masonite to the curve of our 
Sonotube columns seemed problematical. Ultimately, 
we used the same technique that was used to make the 
brick. To represent the tile, we troweled a texture mix 
of joint compound, Sobo glue, and latex paint texture 
over a six inch grid of tape. After the tape was removed, 
the texture was carefully smoothed with a damp brush, 
in opposite directions on alternate tiles, so they would 
catch the light differently. Randomly selected tiles were 
given a second coat of texture to make them stand in 
greater relief than the others, thereby enhancing the illu-
sion that they had been individually applied.  Mr. Moyer 
had selected a Renaissance tile pattern from Franz Sales

Meyer’s Handbook of Ornament. We considered using 
stencils, since it was a three color pattern, but I was con-
cerned about registration problems over the irregular tile 
surfaces and the curvature of the columns.  A pounce 
seemed like a better idea, so we Xeroxed the research up 
to full size, corrected it with a sharpie marker, perforated 
it with our electro-pounce (a fine stylus, more accurate 
than a pounce wheel, which uses a spark to burn holes in 
the paper), and transferred the design to the grid-lined 
craft paper. The new pounce was inked, perforated, and 
then used to transfer the design to our textured tiles.    
The pattern was painted with small brushes and, when 
complete, the tiles were sealed with a mixture of flat and 
gloss clear vinyl to give them a slight sheen.  Last but not 
least, they were aged with a raw umber glaze. The final 
effect is seen below the stucco in Figure 3 and Figure 6, 
and on the column in Figure 5.

Figure 5 Figure 6
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 The louvered shutters, French doors, and railings were 
a light olive on the elevation.  Our “Impressionist” aes-
thetic, however, required that they be more than one color. 
Fortunately, the aged and weathered look of the hotel pro-
vided us with the perfect excuse. We introduced the look 
of flaking paint, assuming that the top layer of olive green 
had worn off, revealing earlier coats of blue and off-white.  
This effect was achieved by priming with a thick mixture 
of Aqualoc, joint compound, and fine Rolotex. This was 
tinted green, so that it would not show white if the paint 
was chipped. The doors were then painted with olive green 
base and, after that dried, we dragged thick blue and white 
paint across it with scraps of wood – a technique known as 
“blocking.”  Raised areas of the textured prime picked up 
the colors at random. The olive base was then blocked back 
over the blue and white to disguise the technique. When 
both sides of the doors and shutters were complete, every-
thing was aged with a thin raw umber glaze. After load-in, 
door handles and hardware were touched up in the theater.   
The shutters are shown in Figure 7.
      

 Final touches included texturing, painting, and glaz-
ing Homosote floor tiles for the porch. We also toned the 
raked deck, which was covered with industrial carpeting to 
approximate the color and texture of a sandy beach. Down-
stage, it was covered with actual sand.  Upstage, it was 
misted with a light, blue-grey spray to ease the transition 
into the painted backdrop. The cool grey also added to the 
illusion of distance. A boardwalk of weathered rough-cut 
lumber around the orchestra pit completed the setting.

 Our “Impressionist” Cosi was quite successful. Mr. 
Moyer’s beach setting added to the playful quality of a 
charming opera. One of my favorite memories of the pro-
duction was a slow light cue during the wistful trio, Soave 
Sia Il Vento, as Dorabella, Fiordiligi, and the scheming Don 
Alfonso send the men off to war without any suspicion that 
they will return in the next scene, disguised as exotic Alba-
nians, to court each other’s girlfriends. As the lights faded 
from warm to cool, the colors and glazes imbedded in the 
paint job seemed to shimmer with the music… 
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Figure 7
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